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GOAL
Given the raw TV broadcasts, each shot must

be automatically tagged with the name(s) of peo-
ple who can be both seen as well as heard in the
shot. The list of people is not known a priori and
their names must be discovered in an unsuper-
vised way from video text overlay or speech tran-
scripts.

PROPOSED SYSTEM LATE NAMING
Late naming system, specially, one-to-one tag-

ging is adopted to associate names and clusters.
The mapping is to maximizes the co-occurrence
duration between clusters and the names:

f = argmaxf

∑
s∈S

K(s, f(s))

SPEED

The figure compares different modules com-
putational time. The Face clustering currently is
the most time-consuming modules.

SPEAKER DIARIZATION

The speaker diarization system is based on the
LIUM Speaker Diarization system[1]a .

ahttp://www-lium.univ-lemans.fr/diarization

OBSERVATIONS

We visualise naming results using Amaliaa

and have the following observations:

• SpkDia is the most robust and performs the
best even without any face information:

– There is mostly one speaker at a time,
and not much noise in speech.

– Using faces (SpkFace) to filter 1/3 of
shots does not help because they corre-
spond to a small number of repetitive
speakers (anchors).

– This shows the limitations: INA con-
tains only one type of news, eval met-
ric treats each query equally.

• FaceDia gives only 1/3 of possible
names(facial variation, missed detections),
but these names are precise person-wise→
further multimodal combination.

ahttps://ina-foss.github.io/amalia.js/

FACE DIARIZATION

Face detection: Deformable part-based model
(DPM) [2] is used to detect faces at multiple poses
and variation.
Face tracking: Long term connectivity is exploit-
ed using CRF-based multi-target tracking [3], re-
lying on the unsupervised learning of association
costs for different low level features.
Face clustering: Keypionts matching similarity
and biometric similarity [4] are used to hierar-
chically merge face tracks tracks.

RESULTS

REPERE test 2 a

Method EwMAP MAP C #(2485)
Baseline 49.98 50.32 58.75 617
SpkDia 65.31 66.70 72.50 2817
FaceDia 66.38 67.98 71.67 1691
INA dataset, Primary submission
Method EwMAP MAP C #(21963)
Baseline 78.35 78.64 92.71 12066
FaceDia 83.04 83.33 90.77 7237
SpkDia∗ 89.75 90.14 97.05 30583
SpkFace 89.53 89.90 96.52 20601

SpkDia: (primary submission), naming based
on audio information only, it is equivalent to
assumption that all speakers which are associated
with a name are visible and speaking.
FaceDia: naming based on visual information
only, and assume that all visible faces (which are
associated with a name) are talking.
SpkFace: naming based on audio information
only, but validate if there exists visible faces
during the speech segments (if not, the segment
is discarded).

areported on July 1st evaluation metrics
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FUTURE DIRECTIONS
• Speeding up the tracking process,.
• Investigating alternative face representa-

tions such as total variability modeling,
deep face representation.

• Utilising both audio and visual streams for
multimodal fusion.


